
Rise ‘n Shine Quilt
Quilt top size 44” x 63”

by Andi Metz
You will need:
 Hen House-C9908_black  1/2 yard

 Rise ‘n Shine Dots-C9901_yellow 3/4 yard

 

 Rise ‘n Shine Dots-C9901_green 1/2 yard 

 Rise ‘n Shine Panel-C9899_multi 1 panel

 Scrolling Sunflowers-C9906_black 2/3 yard

Cutting Instructions:
BORDER 1 
Hen House
 Cut into (4) 4.25” strips

BORDER 2 & Half Square Triangle 
Yellow Dots 
 Cut into (6) 2” strips
 Cut (2) 12.25” square

BORDER 3 
Green Dots 
 Cut into (4) 3.5” strips; Trim off 6” from each Border 3 strip, set aside for step 6 (Piece A - 3.5 x 6”)

MAIN PANEL 
 Cut out panel to measure 23.5” x 42.5” 

BORDER 4 & Half Square Triangle
Sunflowers 
 Cut (4) 2.5” strips; Trim off 6” from each Border 4 strip, set aside for step 6 (Piece B - 2.5 x 6”)
 Cut (2) 12.25” square
 

**Sew using a .25” seam. It is is always helpful to press seams after sewing.

The box outlined in blue is the border you will be making in step 6. 
This is to show how it fits when assembling quilt.



1a. Draw 2 diagonal lines on the wrong side of both yellow squares. Right sides together, pair up a 
yellow and sunflower square. Repeat.  Pin well but not near diagonal lines.
1b. Using the diagonal lines as guides, sew .25” seam on BOTH SIDES of diagonal lines (DO NOT 
SEW ON THE LINE).
Make (4) squares by cutting the 12.25” square in half and in half again. From those pieces, cut the on 
diagonal lines that you drew to make 8 triangles. Repeat for other square. Gently press open, press (6) 
towards sunflower and (6) to yellow fabric; alternating the ironed seam will allow the triangle seam to 
lay flat when you sew them together. Iron gently, you do not want to stretch your square. Square to 5.5”. 

1c. Sew half square triangles together in sets of two as shown, alternating the ironed seam so they lay 
flat.   Sew (3) sets together for top border of quilt and (3) for bottom border of quilt. Set aside.

2. If the length of Border 1 is the same as the long side of panel, sew to each long side. Trim excess. 
Sew Border 1 on top and bottom, trim. If Border 1 strip is not quite long enough for the long side 
of quilt, Sew (2) Border 1 strips together on short ends to make one long strip. Repeat. Center this 
new Border 1 on long side of panel. Sew and trim excess. Repeat for other side. Using the (4) excess 
fabric strips you trimmed, sew (2) together on short ends. Repeat. Center and sew these strips to 
top and bottom of panel.

3. Sew (2) Border 2 strips together on short ends to make one long strip. Repeat for one more set. 
Center this new Border 2 strip on the long side of quilt. Sew and trim excess. Repeat for other 
side. Sew remaining Border 2 strips to top and bottom of quilt. Trim.

4. Sew (2) Border 3 strips on short end to make one long strip. Repeat to make one more set.
Sew (2) Border 4 strips on short end. Repeat to make one more set.

5. Center the new Border 3 strip on of long side of quilt. Sew and trim excess. Repeat for other side. 
6. Sew (1) Piece A to Piece B. Repeat. Make (4) blocks total.
Sew one block to each end of half square triangle strip from step 1C as shown.  Repeat for other strip.
Sew to top and bottom of quilt. Trim off excess 
*Make sure your points are facing out as shown on quilt sample.

7. Center the new Border 4 strip on of long side of quilt. Sew and trim excess. Repeat for other side. 
Finish as desired. 

You will have (16) half square triangles but you only need (12) of them. 

Cut into (4) squares, then cut on diagonal lines to make 8 triangles


